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Posted by LarBo (A) on February 09, 2005 at 09:03:06
In Reply to: I've never heard them, but how about the teflon/tinfoil V-Caps... posted V-Cap Audio
by jeffreybehr on February 8, 2005 at 14:16:02:
Capacitors
and REALLY like them (I'm using the 0.68 µF ones). They've been in the linestage
for several months now and have probably about 1000 hours on them. I've used
MultiCap PPMFX, PPFX-S and RTX as well as some Sprague 'orange drops' in this
position and the V-Cap TFTF caps are superior to all of these. Very good bass
response, and very clean and detailed sound that is not at all what I'd call sterile or
bland. I'm gonna try to post a review of these (and the newer OIMP V-caps as well,
which are also VERY good (trounced some Auricaps and various MultiCaps))
sometime soon.
The V-caps aren't inexpensive, but at least for my application they were well worth
the cash. A no brainer AFAIC.
An expert is someone who knows no more than you but is from out of town.
-Mark Twain

Audiophile
Reference Grade
Read reviews and
order online
www.V-Cap.com

Multilayer
Ceramic Caps
BS to 1% and
CECC to 5%
Delivered in 7
days
www.charcroft.com

Capacitor
Allied Has a Wide
Selection of
Capacitors In
Stock. Order
Online!
www.AlliedElec.com/Capa
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